INTRODUCTION
Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), a technique that detects and maps changes in copy number of DNA sequences, has been widely used for the analysis of tumor genomes and constitutional chromosomal aberrations since it was first reported by Kallioniemi and colleagues in 1992 (1) . In CGH, DNA from a test (e.g. tumor) and a reference genome (genomic DNA from a normal individual) are differentially labeled and hybridized to a representation of the genome, which was originally a metaphase chromosome spread. Hybridization of repetitive sequences is blocked by the addition of Cot-1 DNA. The fluorescence ratio of the test and reference hybridization signals is determined at different positions along the genome and provides information on the relative copy number of sequences in the test genome compared with a normal diploid genome. In the past few years, microarray-based formats for CGH (array CGH) have been reported and are beginning to be widely used in preference to chromosome-based CGH. As discussed below, arrays made from large genomic clones and cDNAs have been used most often for this purpose. The array format for CGH can provide a number of advantages over the use of chromosomes, including higher resolution and dynamic range, direct mapping of aberrations to the genome sequence and higher throughput. Furthermore, since the array format lends itself to automation, array CGH-based in vitro diagnostic devices are possible. Here, we discuss the platforms and performance requirements for different uses of array CGH and review recent applications in cancer and human genetic disease.
ARRAY CGH PLATFORMS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
A variety of chromosomal aberrations underlie developmental abnormalities and cancer (Fig. 1) . Aberrations leading to gains or losses of part of the genome can be detected by CGH and include interstitial deletions and duplications, non-reciprocal translocations and gene amplifications. Aberrations that do not result in copy number changes can often be detected by other techniques such as chromosome banding, SKY or M-FISH and loss of heterozygosity or allelic imbalance (LOH). It is important to note that CGH does not provide information on ploidy or location of the rearranged sequences responsible for the copy number change. Furthermore, the capability of array CGH to detect aberrations spanning small regions of the genome depends on both the size and spacing of the clones on the array.
Different applications of array CGH impose different performance requirements, so that certain approaches may be suitable for particular applications, while others are not. The first consideration is complexity of the genome that is being analyzed. As one moves from organisms with small genomes, such as yeast, to mammals with large genomes, the measurements become more difficult because of the decreasing partial concentrations of each portion of the sequence that is involved in the hybridization to the array elements. The easiest task is detection of large increases in copy number in DNA extracted from homogeneous cell lines. Achieving adequate performance is more difficult if one desires to reliably detect low level (single copy) gains and losses, especially as the size of the aberrant region decreases. Another dimension of challenge involves the use of tissue specimens, which may contain heterogeneous cell populations, for example genomically normal cells within tumors. More difficult still is the use of formalinfixed archival tissue. Moreover, the use of tissue from clinical specimens may impose constraints on the amount of DNA available for analysis. Finally, different applications have different tolerances for error, which substantially affects the performance requirements. For example, if one seeks composite information on the general characteristics of aberrations that occur in a set of specimens, the penalty for any single error is small. Indeed, missing a whole type of aberration is acceptable if other valuable information is obtained. However, it is much more of a challenge to obtain specific information from an individual specimen with sufficient confidence for clinical use.
A number of different array platforms have been used for CGH measurements in mammalian genomes. The various approaches have employed large insert genomic clones, such as bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs), cDNA clones and oligonucleotides for array spots. An analysis typically requires several hundred nanograms of genomic DNA from the specimen when using some BAC arrays (2), or one or more micrograms for cDNA arrays and some BAC arrays (3, 4) . Whole-genome amplification procedures have shown promise to substantially reduce the amount of specimen required (5) .
The use of large insert genomic clones such as BACs for array CGH provides sufficiently intense signals so that accurate measurements can be obtained over a dynamic range in copy number from deletions to amplifications on the order of a factor of at least 1000 (6) . Thus, the measurement precision is such that single copy changes affecting individual clones on the array can be detected (2) and aberration boundaries can be located to within a fraction of a length of a BAC (7). However, propagating and printing BACs can be problematic. They are single copy vectors and so yields of BAC DNA are low and solutions of the high molecular weight DNA can be viscous, making it difficult to print. Arrays described in initial reports of array CGH used whole BACs isolated from large bacterial cultures, and the DNA was often sonicated to reduce the molecular weight (6, 8, 9) . Since growing and processing large bacterial cultures is not viable for large arrays, a number of methods have been devised that use representations of BACs prepared by ligation-mediated PCR (2,10), degenerate oligonucleotide primed PCR (DOP-PCR) using the 6MW primer (11-13) or a modified DOP-PCR protocol (14) . The goals of these methods are to provide the most complete amplification of all the sequences in the cloned DNA. If the complexity and sequence balance of the source clones is maintained, then the BAC representations are expected to yield sufficiently intense signals to perform as well as whole BACs. Indeed, the ratios obtained on arrays comprising ligation-mediated PCR BAC representations were shown to be essentially identical to ratios previously reported on DNA from the same BACs (2), whereas arrays made using solutions prepared by DOP-PCR with the standard 6MW primer were found to perform less well than whole BACs (11) . However, the modified DOP-PCR protocol, which uses three different primers selected to optimally amplify human genome sequences, but not E. coli DNA, appears to provide improved sensitivity and reproducibility compared with amplification with 6MW. The improved performance has been attributed to both increased representation of the genome sequence and decreased contamination with E. coli sequences (14) .
Other approaches for the preparation of genomic clone arrays were used to prepare a full-coverage array for chromosome 22. A sequence-based approach was used to design primers that amplify only non-repetitive DNA from a region of the genome. The pools of non-redundant DNA fragments were then pooled for spotting (15) . Rolling circle amplification using phi29 DNA polymerase was also used to produce copies of cloned genomic DNA, resulting in exponential amplification that yielded 50 mg of DNA from 10 ng of template DNA in a single overnight reaction. These approaches have advantages for array fabrication, including removal of repeat sequences from the genomic regions spotted on the array and potentially improved representation of cloned DNA by rolling circle amplification.
DNA copy number measurements can also be made using arrays containing spots made from cDNAs (3) or oligonucleotides. Typically these arrays were initially produced to measure gene expression. The advantages of these arrays are that they frequently contain a large number of elements because they were produced to comprehensively assess the transcriptome, DNA copy number information is obtained on the same sequences that are used to assess expression, and they may be available commercially prior to general availability of BAC arrays. The cDNA arrays have proven their ability to detect amplified sequences using several micrograms of genomic DNA isolated from cell lines and frozen tissue (3, (16) (17) (18) (19) . The large copy number changes in these aberrations provided sufficient signal so that boundaries of the amplicons could be determined with high resolution because the amplification status of individual array elements could be determined. The detection of lower level copy number changes on arrays of this type requires calculating the running average of multiple clones, typically five to 10, along the genome, and frequently entails discarding measurements on a substantial fraction of clones because they do not provide adequate signals (3, 17, 18) . Thus the actual genomic resolution of the boundaries of single copy changes and the ability to detect focal single copy changes is considerably less than implied by the average genomic spacing between the clones on the array. Detection of homozygous deletions has been reported in cell lines after statistical analysis of the data (19) (Baldocchi, R., manuscript in preparation). Utilizing the same arrays for expression analysis and DNA measurements (17, 18) has permitted assessment of the relationship of mRNA expression levels to DNA copy number broadly across the genome. Similar data can be obtained from BAC arrays if one correlates the changes in expression of genes in the vicinity of a BAC with its copy number variation.
The use of oligonucleotide arrays for DNA copy number analysis is being approached in two ways. In the first, the complexities of the genomic DNA in the test and reference samples are simplified using PCR strategies (Baldocchi, R., manuscript in preparation) (20) coupled with array elements chosen to contain sequences within the portion of the genome that is amplified. This approach has the potential to produce bright signals because of the complexity reduction of the amplification processes, but the accuracy of the measurement depends critically on the similarity of the amplification efficiency of the corresponding portions of the test and reference genomes.
More recently, several groups have begun to report data at meetings on the use of oligonucleotide expression arrays for mammalian DNA measurements without complexity reduction. These results clearly show the ability to detect high-level amplifications and to determine the boundaries of high copy number portions of the genome. However, detection of single copy changes is more problematic, requiring averaging over large numbers of neighboring array elements, with a corresponding reduction in genomic resolution, in order to detect single copy changes. In the future, techniques for making and hybridizing to arrays of short sequences may improve sufficiently so that one can obtain both the measurement precision and reliability now available from certain of the BAC array techniques, as well as the genomic resolution promised by the large number or array elements on oligonucleotide arrays.
ANALYSIS OF TUMOR GENOMES
Analyses of tumor genomes by array CGH have employed arrays focused on a particular region of the genome (4, 21, 22) , selected regions known to be frequently aberrant in tumors (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) or genome-wide arrays (18, (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . In all cases, the enhanced resolution possible with array CGH compared with chromosome CGH has been demonstrated by the fact that array CGH found copy number aberrations that were not seen using chromosome CGH.
Application of genome-wide array CGH in different tumors is revealing that they differ not only in the regions that are aberrant, but also the types of copy number aberrations that are present (Fig. 2) . Thus, it appears that tumor specific types of copy number profiles, or copy number phenotypes, arise due both to selection for particular changes affecting gene expression as well as different kinds of underlying genetic instability (33) . For example, cytogenetic analyses have shown previously that colon tumors with defects in mismatch repair (MMR) have fewer copy number alterations than MMR-proficient colon tumors. These tumors also differ in their histology, in the genes that are inactivated and in their response to therapy. Thus, they can be readily distinguished based on the types of genetic instability displayed and on the selection of the genes that are altered. Analysis of the numbers and types of aberrations in the array CGH copy number profiles from MMR-proficient and -deficient cell lines confirmed the cytogenetic observations, but also found that MMR-deficient cell lines with alterations in MSH2 had fewer aberrations than those with alterations involving MLH1. Further studies of a model system demonstrated the importance of the genetic background of cells in shaping the copy number profiles of tumor cell genomes (33) .
Tumor classification based on copy number profiles obtained using array CGH has been reported for several small studies (30, 31, 34) . In a study of liposarcoma, copy number profiles had greater power to discriminate between dedifferentiated and pleomorphic subtypes than expression profiling. A study of bladder tumors failed to find significant relationships between copy number changes and tumor stage and grade (35) . However, an analysis of copy number changes at particular loci revealed that certain aberrations occurred together (e.g. gains of ERBB2 and CCNE1), whereas alterations in the copy number of loci harboring genes that function in the same pathway such as gains of CCND1 and E2F3 were found to be 'complementary' as they did not occur in the same tumors (35) . This study suggests that copy number profiles may have utility for understanding deregulation of cellular control pathways in solid tumors. It is likely that the generality of these observations will become apparent in the next year as more array CGH studies of other tumor types are published.
A number of studies have taken advantage of the higher resolution afforded by array CGH to more precisely map the boundaries and amplification maxima of amplified regions. Once these are known, candidate oncogenes mapping within the region or at the amplification maximum can be readily identified from the genome sequence databases. Investigation of expression levels of these candidate genes in tumors and cell lines can then be used to determine which of the candidates are most likely to contribute to the disease phenotype and to be the 'driver gene(s)' for amplification (4, 7, 17, 18, 21, 22, 28, 29) . For example, this approach identified CCNL1 as an overexpressed gene in well-differentiated head and neck tumors (22) . It appears that this approach to candidate cancer gene identification will be fruitful, since a good correspondence was found between copy number alterations and changes in gene expression in breast cancer as measured by genome-wide array CGH and global expression profiling (17, 18) .
COPY NUMBER VARIATIONS IN HUMAN GENETIC DISEASE
Chromosomal aberrations are associated with a number of congenital anomalies characterized by various dysmorphologies and/or mental retardation. Currently, cytogenetic analysis of Giemsa stained metaphase chromosomes (Gbanding) is applied to ascertain such abnormalities. Typically these assays resolve 550 bands resulting in the capability to identify deletions or duplications and inversions if they are of sufficient size. Application of fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) can improve resolution and is the gold standard for detection of changes in DNA copy number as well as inversions. However, it is typically applied in a targeted manner that assesses one or several candidate loci at a time, and it has been estimated that a cytogeneticist may require 5-7 h to screen each case (36) . Genomic arrays offer several advantages for screening of copy number changes in human genetic disease, including higher resolution mapping, directly to genome sequence and higher throughput due to the massive parallelism of the assay. The capability of array CGH to reliably detect copy number alterations affecting single BACs on a large array is illustrated in Figure 3A and B, which shows an example of the FISH and array CGH analysis, respectively, of a patient who tested positive for a deletion in the DiGeorge critical region on chromosome 22q11.2 by both FISH and array CGH. The deleted region is clearly evident with a log2ratio close to the expected value of À1 for a heterozygous deletion (Rauen et al., in preparation) . Several reports of the analysis of constitutional chromosomal aberrations using genomic arrays have appeared recently (37) (38) (39) . The array data were found to be concordant with previous G-banding or FISH analysis, but they provided higher resolution definition of the involved aberrations. In some cases, array CGH revealed additional aberrations, highlighting the value of the whole genome scan as compared to FISH, which can only provide information on those loci whose status have been queried.
Small chromosomal rearrangements involving the telomeres have been found in association with idiopathic mental retardation. The frequency of such aberrations across 22 studies involving 2500 patients has been reported to be 5%, increasing to 7% in patients with moderate or severe retardation (40) , although other studies have found subtelomeric rearrangements to occur more rarely (41, 42) . Arrays designed to detect copy number alterations in subtelomeric regions using the second generation set of human subtelomere-specific probes (42) have been reported (11, 43) . In a blinded study of 20 patients with known cytogenetic abnormalities, array CGH found the expected aberrations as well as additional cytogenetically cryptic copy number changes (11) . Although no false negatives were reported in this study, it is important to consider the false positive rate when considering implementing array-based assays in the clinic. The thresholds for gain or loss from the expected ratio of 1 were set at 0.8 and 1.2, respectively, based on multiple hybridizations of normal samples. In this set of 20 hybridizations, ratios on six clones were outside the thresholds, leading to a presumed false positive rate of 0.4%. However, as discussed by others (40) , the standard deviation of the hybridization ratios on individual clones reported in this study could be as high as 0.14, suggesting that assays using this array of 77 clones could result in 15% of assays being reported as abnormal. Thus, improvements in image analysis for arrays and procedures to recognize outliers due to hybridization or array printing artifacts will be required if genomic array-based assays are to move from their current research and proof of concept implementation into clinical diagnostic laboratories. Further, chromosome CGH has proved useful in prenatal testing for aneuploidy (44) . It is likely that array-based CGH can be automated and procedures for measuring single cells (5) can be improved sufficiently to allow the technique to be applied in infertility clinics. Such applications will place even greater demands on array performance and will require rigorous procedures for data analysis to avoid false positive and negative results.
Copy number polymorphisms in the population complicate the interpretation of genomic analyses, whether by FISH based methods or array CGH. Variation in repeats and length polymorphisms have been reported in telomeres, most notably 2q and Xp/Ypter, and are found in patients as well as unaffected relatives (40, 41) . Other insertion/deletion germline polymorphisms have been reported that are often flanked by repeated sequences. In some cases, they may be associated with disease or they may have no phenotype (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . Figure 3C and D shows a common copy number variation affecting a single BAC at 6q26. The apolipoprotein(a) gene maps to this locus. It is likely that the observed copy number differences between individuals reflects variation in the length of this gene, which is highly polymorphic in the human genome due to variation in the number of copies of a 5.5 kb sequence encoding kringle repeats (52, 53) . Since the human genome contains many gene families and duplications that can promote insertion/deletion rearrangements (54-56), many more germline copy number polymorphisms are likely to be revealed by widespread application of array CGH. Thus, when interpreting array CGH data, it is important to bear in mind that certain copy number changes may be polymorphisms that do not affect phenotype and that some clones may be sensitive to copy number changes occurring at more than one location in the genome. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this review, we have focused on microarray-based methods to assess DNA copy number by CGH. Altered DNA copy number is one of a number of mechanisms that may result in the changes in gene expression that underlie developmental abnormalities and cancer. Epigenetic changes in the genome have also been measured on arrays that were prepared from a CpG island library, thereby providing information on the methylation status of much of the genome (57) (58) (59) . Genomic arrays have been used for other applications, including ascertaining evolutionary genomic changes in human and non-human primate genomes (60) and assessment of methylation status in relation to copy number aberrations in tumors (61) . The use of arrays of various types, including CpG island arrays together with chromatin immunoprecipitation offers the possibility to obtain genome-wide maps of the interactions of proteins with the genome over time or in relation to disease states (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) . It is likely that the quest to understand diverse biological questions will continue to drive development of novel uses of genomic arrays. The utility of genomic arrays will also increase as the density of coverage of the genome increases. An array of contiguous clones for chromosome 22 was reported recently (15) and a set of $30 000 clones that provide contiguous coverage of the human genome has been assembled (Kryzwinski, submitted). Arrays assembled from such high-density clone sets allow single copy changes to be determined to $50 kb. The introduction into the clinic of arraybased assays of constitutional chromosomal aberrations and cancer genomes is also likely to occur in the near future and will require consideration of appropriate array designs, platforms and analysis procedures to meet the very stringent demands for reliable and sensitive performance.
